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LINK!! 
ARP Research: Symposium Spotlight 
 
Continuing our weekly highlight of one of the panels from the 17th Annual Acquisition Research 
Symposium, with its scenic virtual tour of the peninsula.  
This week: How can advanced data analysis help improve acquisition decisions? And the view 
of an entry downtown Monterey.   
 
Panel #11: Analytics in Acquisition Management 
 
System-of-Systems Acquisition Analytics Using Machine Learning Techniques 
Authors: Ali Raz (Purdue University), Prajwal Balasubramani (Purdue University), Apoorv 
Maheshwari (Purdue University), Daniel DeLaurentis (Purdue University), Stephanie Marie 
Harrington (Purdue University), Cesare Guariniello (Purdue University) 
• Micro abstract: This research investigates how the System-of-Systems (SoS) capability 
evolves from the individual system preferences and how we can leverage the datasets 
employed for siloed system-level decision-making for the SoS-level decision making. 
Read the paper. 
View the presentation. 
       
Analysis of Contractor Data in Federal Acquisition Databases 
Authors: Ningning Wu (University of Arkansas), John Talburt (University of Arkansas at Little 
Rock), Richard Wang (University of Arkansas at Little Rock), Mihail Tudoreanu (University of 
Arkansas at Little Rock), Sanketh Siruvolu (University of Arkansas at Little Rock) 
• Micro abstract: This research uses information from publicly accessible acquisition 
databases and the web to identify the distribution of federal contractors in areas at high 
risk of natural disasters. The work is part of an ongoing research project whose ultimate 
goal is to develop a risk assessment framework that can help acquisition decision-
makers assess potential risks to a supply chain or project and mitigate such risks. 
Read the paper. 
View the presentation. 
 
Using Natural Language Processing, Sentiment Analysis, and Text Mining to Determine if 
Text in Selected Acquisition Report Executive Summaries Are Highly Correlated with 
Major Defense Acquisition Program (MDAP) Unit Costs and Can Be Used as a Variable to 
Predict Future MDAP Costs  
Authors: Brian Joseph (OUSD(A&S)), Michael Smith (OUSD(A&S)), Darris Sconion 
(OUSD(A&S)) 
• Micro abstract: This research conducts sentiment analysis of SAR executive summaries to 
determine whether their average emotional valence sentiment is highly correlated with MDAP unit 
cost metrics. 
Read the paper. 
View the presentation. 
 
 
ARP is on social media  
ARP’s new social media accounts post the day’s top news story, updates about ARP 
research, and information about the upcoming symposium. 
Follow us; tag us with your news: twitter @arp_nps  LinkedIn: @acquisition_research_program 
 
This Week’s Top Story  
 
Pentagon’s chief reform job is ineffective and needs to go, study says 
Joe Gould, Defense News  
 
A task force formed to examine the Pentagon’s reform-focused No. 3 job has concluded the 
position was “mostly ineffective” at taming the department’s bureaucracy and urged that it be 
scrapped and replaced. 
 
The Defense Business Board, whose task force was tapped by the Pentagon for the study, 
unanimously adopted the recommendations at its meeting on Wednesday. 
The board warned that China’s rise as a technological powerhouse is threatening America’s 
military dominance while America’s mandatory spending and COVID-19 response is expected 
to suppress U.S. defense budgets. Meanwhile, the cost of the Defense Department’s support 
agencies, activities and infrastructure have steadily grown, crowding core war fighting functions. 
“The multi-decade missed opportunity to achieve systemwide efficiencies has taken on even 
greater importance within the fiscal consequences of what are likely to be flatline defense 
budgets,” said Defense Business Board Chairman Michael Bayer. “Progress and efficiency is 
now beyond a statutory mandate, it’s become an existential mandate.” 
Read more.  
 
 
Section 809 Panel News and Updates  
 
Viewpoint: Bring Back the Rapid Innovation Fund 
Chip Laingen, National Defense Magazine 
The Defense Department’s Rapid Innovation Fund, which accessed innovation largely from 
small businesses using Broad Agency Announcements, was part of an effort to accelerate 
critical technology to the warfighter […]. It was, however, abruptly ended in 2020 after nine 
successful years. […] The fiscal year 2020 NDAA adjusted the language to increase the cap on 
projects from $3 million to $6 million. However, Congress did not appropriate funds for the 
program this year. […] 
 
“Congress made the program permanent in 2017, and DoD’s own Section 809 Panel on 
streamlining the acquisition process recommended $750 million in funding for RIF. It’s time for 
the DoD to fully commit to RIF and put it in their budget requests,” Jere Glover said. 
 
Status of Section 809 Panel recommendations 
ARP continues to monitor the implementation status of recommendations made by the Section 




Acquisition and Innovation 
 
AWS files yet another JEDI protest, challenges DoD’s process for reconsidering the 
contract 
Jared Serbu, Federal News Network 
 
THE JEDI ACQUISITION: Innovation Rejected 
Vernon J. Edwards, The Nash & Cibnic Report  
 
DoD CIO Makes Case For Sticking With JEDI 
Sydney J. Freedberg Jr., Breaking Defense  
 
Air Force Realigns PEOs to Give Bombers More Focus, Capture Mobility ‘Synergies’ 
John A. Tirpak 
 
6 pathways and 14 functional areas to make up new acquisition policy framework 
Eric Lofgren, Acquisition Talk 
 
The Army’s future vertical lift plan may have a supplier problem 
Aaron Mehta 
 
Pentagon Wars 2020: The Return of the Bureaucrats 
Peter Modigliani, MITRE 
 
Acquisition Tool: Justifications and Approvals / Sole Source Acquisitions 
Defense Pricing and Contracting  
 
 
Research and Higher Education  
 
Education and Learning, an Operational Imperative 
John Kroger and John Nowell, Navy Live  
DOD Invests $3.6 Million for the Defense Established Program to Stimulate Competitive 
Research Competition Winners 
Department of Defense  
Dave Dilegge, the ‘grandfather of urban warfare studies,’ has died 
Howard Altman, Military Times 
 
Defense and Federal Government 
 
Pentagon CMO open to changes to office, but confident in reform efforts 
Aaron Mehta, Defense News 
 
NDIA’s Wesley Hallman on a liability shield and other defense priorities for the next 
stimulus 
Joe Gould, Defense News  
 
Here’s the DARPA project it says could pull the Navy a decade forward in unmanned 
technology 
David B. Larter, C4ISR Net 
 
Esper: Flat budget could speed cutting legacy programs 
Aaron Mehta, Defense News 
 
Defense Innovation Board Director Moves to Google 
Patrick Tucker, Defense One  
 
Navy To Publish Promotions, Prodded By Sen. Warren 
Paul McLeary, Breaking Defense 
 
Navy Announces New VCNO, Other Top Assignments, in First Notification Since Policy 
Reversal 
Megan Eckstein, USNI News 
 
5 things you should know about the US Navy’s new frigate 
David B. Larter, Defense News  
 
CSAF Nominee Seeks Roles and Missions Review 
Rachel S. Cohen, Air Force Magazine 
 
The United Kingdom Needs a Maritime Strategy 
Dr. Anthony Wells, U.S. Naval Institute 
 
Nominations: Braithwaite--Anderson—Brown (video and transcripts) 




COVID-19 and Contracting 
 
Air Force rolls out Advanced Battle Management System devices in COVID-19 fight 
Nathan Strout, C4ISR Net 
How Will The Pandemic Affect National Security Innovation? 
Rachel Olney, War on the Rocks 
 
Pentagon reports boost in predatory foreign investment to US tech firms amid pandemic 




Policy and Regulatory Updates  
Class Deviation—Original Documents, Signatures, Seals, and Notarization 
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment 
Procurement Integrated Enterprise Environment Capabilities 
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment 
Update to Standard Procurement System Sunset Date 
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment 
 
Congress  
Top Armed Services Republican expects to address Pentagon border wall funds in 
defense policy bill 
Rebecca Kheel, The Hill  
Proposed rule banning Chinese tech needs to consider small contractors, senators warn 
Andrew Eversden, Fifth Domain 
 
 
Read the newsletter online:  
To unsubscribe… 
 
